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ABSTRACT. All available information on the small mammal collection from the collecting point Tongjia Yingzi of the Khingan expedition in 1891 under the leadership by Dmitry V. Putjata is presented. Also, the geographic position of this point is clarified. The collection is kept at the Zoological Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences (St. Petersburg, Russia) and, at present, contains 17 specimens from Tongjia Yingzi of Putjata’s Khingan collection; these belong to Lipotyphla, Chiroptera, and Rodentia. How to cite this article: Voyta L.L., Golenishchev F.N., Petrova E.A. 2019. Putjata's expedition to Chinese Khingan in 1891 and its small mammal collection from "Tongjia Yingzi" kept at the Zoological Institute in St. Petersburg, Russia //Russian J. Theriol. Vol.18. No.1. P.56–66. doi: 10.15298/rusjtheriol.18.1.07.
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Introduction

The mammalian collection of the Zoological Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Saint Petersburg, Russia) originates from collections of the Kunstkamera, which were transferred to the Zoological Museum of Imperial Academy of Sciences after 1832 (Strauch, 1889). Since that time, the vertebrate collection has been constantly replenished from expedition materials, such as from the travels of Karl M. Baer (Novaja Zemlja in 1837; Lapland in 1840), Ilia G. Voznesensky (Siberia, America in 1839–1849), Alexander F. Midendorff (Siberia in 1842–1845), Leopold I. Schrenck (Far East in 1853–1856), Ivan S. Poljakov (Siberia in 1876; Semirechenskaja Oblast’ in 1877; Sakhalin Isl. in 1881), and many other zoologists (Strauch, 1889). In this view, one of the most notable expeditions were a series of Great Asian expeditions of Nikolay M. Przhevalsky, who conducted four large field trips between 1870 and 1886 (Przhevalsky, 1897). After Przhevalsky’s death during the subsequent expedition in 1888, his followers — Mikhail V. Pevtsov, Vsevolod B. Roborovsky, Petr K. Kozlov (Kozlov, 1948), together with several other persons — continued the study of East and Inner Asia and significantly increased mammalian collections of the Zoological Museum. Dmitry V. Putjata was not a participant in Przhevalsky’s expeditions but organized a Chinese expedition to investigate nature and people of the south part of the Great Khingan Range in 1891, and collected botanical and zoological materials (Putjata, 1893) which were taken as the basis for the description of several new taxa.

The majority of labels, tied to specimens, collected during the second half of the 19th and beginning of the
20th centuries, contained very brief locality explanations, such as “Kun-Lun”. Most specimens from Putjata’s expedition were marked as Tongjia Yingzi (in Russian as “Тунця-инцзя”, “Тунця-инцза”) and “Southern Khingan”. Thus, there were no clear, exact localities on any of field labels originated from Putjata expedition. These vague localities were used in the descriptions of a new species of hedgehog (*Erinaceus chinensis* Satunin, 1907) and mole (*Parascaptor grandidens* Stroganov, 1941). Correct determination of a geographical position for Tongjia Yingzi gives us the possibility of describing more precisely the distribution range of mammals. Therefore, the current paper aims to clarify geographic and taxonomic information on mammalian specimens collected by Khingan expedition of 1891 from Tongjia Yingzi and kept in the Zoological Institute of Saint Petersburg.

**Material and methods**

All described specimens are kept in a collection of the Laboratory of Theriology of the Zoological Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences (St. Petersburg, Russia). Photographs of skulls and dentaries were made using digital camera Canon EOS 60D. The maps were prepared using vector layers from digital resources: ESRI (http://www.esri.com/), Google (https://www.google.ru/maps/), and military maps using SASPlanet software (v.160707.9476).

**Abbreviations.** CBL = condylobasal length; EL = ear length; HB = head and body length; HL = hindfoot length; MRH = mandibular ramus height; SCL = skull common length; TL = tail length; ZIN = the Zoological Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences.

**The geographic position of Tongjia Yingzi**

The route of the Khingan expedition of Dmitry V. Putjata was published in 1893 (Putjata, 1893). The locality names and the map are presented in Putjata’s diary in Russian, and most of them cannot be found on maps available. However, several geographic names could be associated with modern locations and were used therefore for comparison the route with a modern map (Fig. 1).

**Table 1.** Association between the name of localities and rivers from Putjata’s map and modern names within Chinese territory, with coordinates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nn</th>
<th>Original names from the map</th>
<th>Modern names</th>
<th>Coordinates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>Тян-Цзинь</td>
<td>Tianjin City (Tianjin Municipality)</td>
<td>N39.13389° E117.18806°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>Ханькоу</td>
<td>Hangu District, Tianjin (Tianjin Municipality)</td>
<td>N39.23722° E117.80333°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>Цзун-хуа-чжою</td>
<td>Zunhua county-level city (Tangshan Pref., Hebei Prov.)</td>
<td>N40.18000° E117.95861°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>Датунь</td>
<td>Santuming Town (Qianxi County, Tangshan Pref., Hebei Prov.)</td>
<td>N40.22167° E118.20250°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>Ланьхэ</td>
<td>Luan River (Inner Mongolia and Hebei Provs; flow into Bohai Sea)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>Цзунь-хуа-чже</td>
<td>Chengde prefecture-level city (Hebei Prov.)</td>
<td>N40.96778° E117.93611°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>Хан-го-тунь</td>
<td>Longhua county-level city (Chengde Pref., Hebei Prov.)</td>
<td>N41.32056° E117.73583°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>Исухэ</td>
<td>Yixun River (Hebei Prov.; Luan River tributary)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>Ляохэ</td>
<td>Laoha River (Hebei, Inner Mongolia and Liaoning Provs; flow into Bohai Sea)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ляофу</td>
<td>Laofu Town (Songshan District, Chifeng Pref., Inner Mongolia Prov.)</td>
<td>N42.17944° E118.25361°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>Ихэчуань</td>
<td>Yinhe (= Xar Moron) River (Inner Mongolia Prov.; Laoha River tributary)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Монгуинца</td>
<td>Mengkeying Zi (Songshan District, Chifeng Pref., Inner Mongolia Prov.)</td>
<td>N42.29474° E118.16637°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Shanwanzixiang Town (Songshan District, Chifeng Pref., Inner Mongolia Prov.)</td>
<td>N42.38900° E118.81998°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Тунця-инцзя</td>
<td>Tongjia Yingzi (Songshan District, Chifeng Pref., Inner Mongolia Prov.)</td>
<td>N42.46700° E117.70300°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: "nn" — numbers correspond to geographic names in the text and figs 1–2; "Pref." — Prefecture; "Prov." — Province; "?" — locality is not mentioned in the text of Putjata’s diary.
The Khingan expedition started on May 5th, 1891 in Tianjin City (01, see Tab. 1). Dmitry V. Putjata and his companions moved north-east through Hangu (02) and further to the north through Zunhua (03), where they entered the southern branches of the Yin Mountains. After visiting Zunhua, they turned east and reached Santunying (04), and after that travelers moved north along the Luan River (05) to Chengde (06). After Chengde, the expedition moved to Longhua (07), and further to the north along the Yixun River (08) to a mountain pass between Luan and Laoha (09) river basins (Fig. 2). The travelers passed the northern branches of the Pingdingshan Ridge to ones of the Laoha River tributary (the upper part of the river bears the name “Shelusha” according to the expedition diary text; numbers in parentheses — see in Table 1.

The next part of Putjata’s route with point ”Missionary Station Tongjia Yingzi”. A. Part of the original map; B. Modern map; C. Magnified modern map. Abbreviations: a — approximate area (hatched) of the mountain pass between Luan and Laoha River basins; black line with arrows — parts of the route with its length (km) between Laofu and the Yinhe River valley, which are mentioned in the diary; red arrow — direction of travel from Luan River basin to Laoha River basin; also see Fig. 1.
before Alexey A. Gureev, the first label in the catalog of the type specimens (Baranova (Satunin, 1907; Stroganov, 1941) and were published didens naceus chinensis (Putjata, 1893: 21, 43; see Fig. 3). Two specimens, the settlement Tongjia Yingzi, as described in the diary numerous. Travelers collected most specimens around specimens from the Khingan expedition of 1891 are not of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The zoological the Laboratory of Theriology of the Zoological Institute labels, inventory books, and records in the catalog of V. village situated at N42.467° E117.703°. Associated with a vicinity of modern Tongjia Yingzi are described from the Putjata’s collection, should be collection of zoological and botanical specimens (Putjata, Putjata’s expedition, while monks helped travelers with a abbot of this station during the period of fieldwork of Station location. Catholic priest Pere de Beule was an ents in the diary: it was a place of Belgian Missionary mission and botany. Figure 3. Two fragments of the diary text with mention of zoological specimen collection around “Missionary Station Tongjia Yingzi”: A — p. 21; B — p. 43. Translation A: “Inviting my companions to stay in Tongjia Yingzi for botanical and zoological collecting in the surrounding area, I left June 12th accompanied by a kazak Zharky, ...”. Translation B: “Following up the valley, bypassing at every step large villages, we reached the village of Guashundjang in July 16th, where we had our first night on the first road <from Tongjia Yingzi> and from where I had traveled the previous day I joined my companions in Tongjia Yingzi, who were in good health and enriched by acquisitions for collections of zoology and botany”. to GoogleMaps) and moved to Laofu (10). After this place, Putjata’s expedition moved north-west through a small ridge (11) to the valley of the Yinhe River and then moved upwards along its, approximately to the area of modern Shanwanzixiang Town (12). According to coordinates from the Putjata’s map, Tongjia Yingzi (13) situates in the valley of a left tributary of the Yinhe River approximately seven kilometers from the place of a mouth. Also, this place situated as far as about 13 km from Shanwanzixiang (Fig. 2). There is additional information on Tongjia Yingzi village presents in the diary: it was a place of Belgian Missionary Station location. Catholic priest Pere de Beule was an abbot of this station during the period of fieldwork of Putjata’s expedition, while monks helped travelers with a collection of zoological and botanical specimens (Putjata, 1893: 20–21) (Fig. 3). Therefore, the terra typica of mammalian taxon, which are described from the Putjata’s collection, should be associated with a vicinity of modern Tongjia Yingzi Village situated at N42.467° E117.703°.

A checklist of the collected mammals

The checklist given below is based on specimen’s labels, inventory books, and records in the catalog of the Laboratory of Theriology of the Zoological Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The zoological specimens from the Khingan expedition of 1891 are not numerous. Travelers collected most specimens around the settlement Tongjia Yingzi, as described in the diary (Putjata, 1893: 21, 43; see Fig. 3). Two specimens, Erinaceus chinensis Satunin, 1907 and Parascaptor grandidens Stroganov, 1941, were described as new species (Satunin, 1907; Stroganov, 1941) and were published in the catalog of the type specimens (Baranova et al., 1981). Other specimens were stored in a dry condition or preserved in alcohol with previous species determination, as follows:

Order: Lipotyphla Haeckel, 1866
Family: Erinaceidae Fischer, 1817

Erinaceus amurensis Schrenck, 1859 — Amur hedgehog

ZIN 7557 (Fig. 4) — holotype of Erinaceus chinensis Satunin, 1907 (Satunin, 1907: 173); body in ethanol, skull extracted; sex unknown, immature (subadultus); collected 06/1891, collector from Putjata expedition, no exact name on the label; Tongjia Yingzi (= Тунзця-инцза; circa N42.467° E117.703°), Shanwanzixiang Town vicinity, Chifeng Prefecture, Inner Mongolia, China.

Previous identification: Before Alexey A. Gureev, an unknown zoologist (probably Sergey I. Ognev) associated the holotype with Erinaceus dealbatus Swinhoe, 1870. Alexey A. Gureev (Baranova et al., 1981: 4) re-determined the holotype as Erinaceus europaeus amurensis.

Remarks: The skull and dentary are moderately corroded by low-quality preservation liquids (ethanol and/or formaldehyde); the right ear structures (ectotympanic, ossicles) are lost; lateral parts of the tympanic process of the basi-epipharynoid are damaged; tips of the paroccipital process are damaged; both dentaries are separated; the dp4 and p4 are present on both dentaries, and p4 shifted buccally from its normal position. The individuals age is re-defined as immature by us (Alexey A. Gureev identified it as adultus) because of the stage of tooth wear, the interval between the lateral part of the postpalatine torus and posterior edge of M3 alveolus, and the presence of milk dp4 in the lower tooth row (aberrant character), and this corresponds to the second relative age group, subadult animals (see Voyta, 2017). CBL = 56.40 mm; MRH = 19.60 mm.

Family: Talpidae Fischer, 1817

Scaptochirus moschatus Milne-Edwards, 1867 — Short-faced mole

ZIN 6372 (Fig. 5) — holotype of Parascaptor grandidens Stroganov, 1941 (Stroganov, 1941: 270); skull extracted; female, mature (adultus); collected 06/1891, collector from Putjata expedition, no exact name on the label (see Amur hedgehog), Tongjia Yingzi (= Тунзця-инцза), ibid.

Previous identification: The first label was “Talpa lepura”. Before Sergey U. Stroganov’s new species description, an unknown zoologist (probably Sergey I. Ognev) identified specimens as S. moschatus (see Fig. 5, face of the specimen label); Alexey A. Gureev (Baranova et al., 1981: 6) accepted Stroganov’s identification of P. grandidens.
Figure 4. Holotype of Erinaceus chinensis Satunin, 1907 (ZIN 7557; = Erinaceus amurensis): A — ventral view of skull; B — dorsal view; C — lateral view; D — dentaries (D1 — medial view; D2 — lateral view); E — original label (E1 — front view; E2 — rear view; unscaled). Scale = 2 cm. Notes: E1 — [N7557] [Erinaceus chinensis Satun] [= dealtalus ?] [VI-1891 Тунця-инцза] [Д.И. Путята]; E2 — "28".
Figure 5. Holotype of *Parascaptor grandidens* Stroganov, 1941 (ZIN 6372; = *Scaptochirus moschatus*). Abbreviations: see Fig. 4. Notes: E1 — [N6372] [Scaptochirus moschatus] [♀ ad.] [Китай, Ю-В. Монголия] [4136] [Тунця-Инца Хинганс. экск.] [Путяты]; E2 — [Typus!] *Parascaptor grandidens* sp. n.] [2.II-1941.] [det. S. Stroganov].
Remarks: The right tympanic capsule was cut by Sergey U. Stroganov, cap of the capsule (ectotympanic) and ossicles are lost; both dentaries are separated. SCL = 31.50 mm; MRH = 6.70 mm.

Order: Chiroptera Blumenbach, 1779
Family: Vespertilionidae Gray, 1821

Myotis blythii Tomes, 1857 — Lesser mouse-eared myotis (n = 3)

ZIN 5190 — body in ethanol; collected 06/1891, a collector from Putjata expedition, no exact name on the label (see Amur hedgehog), Tongjia Yingzi (= Тунцзя-инцзя), ibid.

ZIN 5191 — skull extracted; male, mature (adultus); collected 06/1891, a collector from Putjata expedition, no exact name on the label (see Amur hedgehog), Tongjia Yingzi (= Тунцзя-инцзя), ibid.

ZIN 5192 — skull extracted; male, mature (adultus); collected 06/1891, a collector from Putjata expedition, no exact name on the label (see Amur hedgehog), Tongjia Yingzi (= Тунцзя-инцзя), ibid.

Previous identification: The first label was “Vesperilio daubentoni”. All three specimens were re-determined as M. blythii by Petr P. Strelkov.

Remarks: ZIN 5191 — the left zygomatic arch is damaged; SCL = 22.80 mm; MRH = 5.25 mm. ZIN 5192 — SCL = 23.00 mm; MRH = 5.60 mm.

Plecotus auritus Linnaeus, 1758 — Brown long-eared bat (n = 4)

ZIN 5189 — body in ethanol, skull extracted; sex unknown, mature (adultus); collected 06/1891, a collector from Putjata expedition, no exact name on the label (see Amur hedgehog), Tongjia Yingzi (= Тунцзя-инцзя), ibid.

ZIN 5186–5188 — body in ethanol; collected 06/1891, a collector from Putjata expedition, no exact name on the label (see Amur hedgehog), Tongjia Yingzi (= Тунцзя-инцзя), ibid.

Species identification: The first label was “Plecotus auritus”; this determination was confirmed by Petr P. Strelkov.

Remarks: ZIN 5189 — the posterior part of skull is heavily damaged; both dentaries are separated and damaged (anterior teeth are absent, mandibular ramus damaged).

Order: Rodentia Bowdich, 1821
Family: Cricetidae Fischer, 1817

Tamias sibiricus (Laxmann, 1769) — Siberian chipmunk (n = 2)

ZIN 3876 (Fig. 6) — skull extracted, skin extracted and stuffed; sex unknown, mature (adultus); collected 07/1891, a collector from Putjata expedition, no exact name on the label (see Amur hedgehog), Tongjia Yingzi (= Тунцзя-инцзя), ibid.

ZIN 3878 — ibid.

Species identification: The first label was “Eutamias asiaticus”.

Remarks: ZIN 3876 — the right zygomatic arch is damaged; both dentaries are separated and damaged (the angular process of the left dentary is broken; the angular and coronoid processes of the right ones are broken also); SCL = 41.60 mm; MRH = 12.30 mm. ZIN 3878 — the posterior part of the skull is heavily damaged; the right zygomatic arch is damaged; the right lower third molar is lost; the angular process of the left dentary is partly damaged; MRH = 11.50 mm.

Spermophilus dauricus Brandt, 1843 — Daurian ground squirrel (n = 4)

ZIN 6924 (Fig. 7) — skull extracted; sex unknown, mature (adultus); collected 06/1891, a collector from Putjata expedition, no exact name on the label (see Amur hedgehog), Tongjia Yingzi (= Тунцзя-инцзя), ibid.

ZIN 6925–6927 — body in ethanol; collected 06/1891, a collector from Putjata expedition, no exact name on the label (see Amur hedgehog), Tongjia Yingzi (= Тунцзя-инцзя), ibid.

Family: Muridae Illiger, 1811

Mus musculus Linnaeus, 1758 — House mouse (n = 1)

ZIN 52703 (Incoming ID 19-1921) (Fig. 8) — body with a skull in ethanol, skin extracted and stuffed; sex unknown, mature (adultus); collected 06/1891, a collector from Putjata expedition, no exact name on the label (see Amur hedgehog), China, Khingan.

Species identification: The first label was “Mus musculus”.

Remarks: Body dimensions from label: HB = 63.80 mm; TL = 58.10 mm; HL = 14.00 mm; EL = 10.00 mm.

Family: Cricetidae Fischer, 1817

Lasiopodomys mandarinus (Milne-Edwards, 1871) — Mandarin vole (n = 1)

ZIN 104927 (Fig. 9) — skull extracted; sex unknown, mature (adultus); collected 06/1891, a collector from Putjata expedition, no exact name on the label (see Amur hedgehog), Tongjia Yingzi (= Тунцзя-инцзя), ibid.

Species identification: The first label was “Microtus sp. ?”.

Remarks: The skull and dentary are moderately corroded by low-quality preservation liquids; left tympanic
Figure 6. Specimen of *Tamias sibiricus* (Laxmann, 1769) (ZIN 3876). Abbreviations see in Fig. 4. Notes: E1 — [N3876]; E2 — *Eutamias sibiricus* [Тунця-Инцза, Ю. В. Монголия] [VII, 1891] [Путята].
Figure 7. The specimen of *Spermophilus dauricus* Brandt, 1843 (ZIN 6924). C — lateral, mirror-reflected view of the skull; D1 — medial, of mirror-reflected view of the right dentary; D2 — lateral view of right dentary; E — original label (unscaled); also see in Fig. 4. Notes: E — [N6924] *Citellus mongolicus* Brd] [Тунця-индзя] [VI. 1891.] [Путята].
bullae slightly damaged. SCL = 23.90 mm; MRH = 7.90 mm.

Conclusions

In total, 17 specimens of small mammals from Putjata’s Khingan expedition are kept in the collection of the Zoological Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences. These specimens belong to six families of the orders Lipotyphla (Erinaceidae: Erinaceus; Talpidae: Scaptochirus), Chiroptera (Vespertilionidae: Myotis, Plecotus), and Rodentia (Sciuridae: Sciurus, Tamias, Spermophilus; Muridae: Mus; Cricetidae: Lasiopodomys), which were collected around the Belgian Missionary Station in the modern settlement Tongjia Yingzi.
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